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Everyone’s heard of “The Flash”, with his 1990’s TV Show, his current TV show, appearances 
in multiple DC movies, including Justice League 2017. Now he’s getting his own movie, set to 
be released in 2022. This movie will star Ezra Miller as Barry Allen - current Flash. The movie 
was supposed to be released before the live-action Justice League Movie. However, due to 
two directors quitting, the movie was put on hold for years. Then in January of 2018, John 

Francis Daley and Jonathan Goldstein were hired to direct the movie. 
However, the original release date of March 2018 was fast 
approaching. The movie was supposed to follow the Flashpoint 
timeline.  
 
What’s Flashpoint? Flashpoint was an event in which Barry Allen used 
his powers to go back in time, something he does often always with 
consequences, and saves his mother who had died when he was a 
child. This subsequently changed the timeline for everyone, not just 

Barry. In this new timeline, Barry is no longer “The Flash”, Bruce Wayne died instead of his 
parents, Martha Wayne is the Joker while Thomas Wayne is Batman, Superman is in 
government custody, Wonder Woman is a tyrannical dictator for the Amazons and is at war 
with Aquaman. Flashpoint served as the ending of one universe and the beginning of another, 
since after Flash fixed the timeline “The New 52” was introduced and DC was rebooted.  
 
We don’t know for sure if the movie will follow that storyline anymore since IT director Andy 
Muschietti and Birds of Prey screenwriter Christina Hodson have taken the wheel. Ezra Miller 
has said he would like to explore the “speedster multiverse” something done multiple times in 
the on-going CW TV show “The Flash” but did well on the big screen with Spiderman: Into the 
Spiderverse. Warner Bros is keeping a tight lid on the details of the movie, with no statements 
being given on what is going to happen. However, Ezra Miller’s Barry broke through to small 
screens recently when he guest-starred on CW’s “The Flash” during Crisis on Infinite Earths. 
He wasn’t there for long, but long enough to mention Victor, perhaps referring to Victor Stone 
a.k.a Cyborg. So perhaps we will be getting that Flashverse Miller was talking about.  


